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Abstract-This paper presents a digital relay scheme for the pri- 
mary protection of power transformers. A multi-criteria algo- 
rithm is developed based on fuzzy sets for the decision making 
part of the scheme. The cost of wrong decision-making and the 
amount of information inflow are used along with several 
standard criteria to improve the reliability of the protection. It 
is shown that the proposed scheme, if properly tuned, can en- 
hance the sensitivity and selectivity of the digital relay and miti- 
gate problems associated with conventional relay schemes. 
Key words: Digital Transformer Protection, Decision Mak- 
ing, Fuzzy Sets. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The dflerential rule has been reco ed as the basis for 
the protection of power transformers f i l l ] .  A differential 
relay converts pri and secondary c m n t s  to a common 
of a transformer the currents are danced. In the case of an 
internal fault, the currents are unbalanced resulting in the 
differential current. Although this principle is su erior to 
other primary rotection cnteria, in the case of $e power 
transformer, it hs certain limitations; detection of the differ- 
ential current does not provide a clear distinctiqn between 
intemal faults and other conditions. The following factors 
contribute to this [l]: 
1. The mtio of upper (fault at the transformer terminals) 
and lower (single turn short circuit) differential currents is 
enormous and may exceed even three decades. 
2. Differential current may be observed during an exter- 
nal short circuit due to CTs saturation and/or msmatch of 
transformer and CTs ratios. 
3. Sudden change of transformer terminal voltages is 
likely to upset the current balance (inrush currents may 
reach a level comparable with internal fault currents). 
4. Stationary increase of voltages and/or decrease of fre- 
quency may cause overexcitation of the transformer core, 
generating grossly increased magnetizing currents. 
The conventional approach to mitigate those problems is 
to a ply percentage (biased) differenhal charactenstic alon 
witzsecond and fifth harmonic restraints for inrush an8 
overexcitation conditions, respectively [2]- [ 51. hplementa- 
tion of conventional approaches based on digital relays for 
the protection of the power transformer can further optimize 
B base and compares ""x t em. Durin the failure-free operation 
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the performance of the scheme, owing to the flexibility of 
cllgital algorithms. Some of the advanced digital algorithms 
that fully utilize the computational power of the digtal relay 
[6]-[l l *elude: Fourier based methods [6], Kalman filter- 
authors propose to use an adaptive scheme for protection of 
power transformers [9]. Also the concept of inverse induc- 
tance utilizin both voltage and current information has 
Faster and more reliable protection algorithms can be 
achieved by a lying several eleborated protection princi- 
ples together [!8J However, conflicts may arise in doubtful 
cases; some criteria may recognize for exam le the inrush 
sis. The problem addressed m this pa er is how to resolve 
such conflict; moreover, how to moiel quantitatively the 
strength of rotection criteria, so that even relatively weak 
9 s  paper introduces a. common base for different pro- 
techon pnnciples by foundmg a relay decision makmg umt 
on elements of artlficial intelligence [12], resulting in the 
following properties: 
1. Tripping decision is based on several criteria with 
adaptable weighting factors. 
2. Uncertainty with respect to the signals and settings is 
modeled quantitatively. 
3. The consequences of wrong protection decisions are 
considered, makin the relay ':more inclined to trip" or 
"more inclined to bhck" dependmg on actual condihons. 
4. Delay of tripping initiation depends on the amount or 
inflow of information related to rela ing signals, and 
through them, to the distmbance analyzedrby the protection. 
The mathematical tool which suits very well t h s  ap li- 
multi-cntena decision makmg algonthms as well as the con- 
cept of on-lhe balFcin of consequences of wron decision 
pnor to tw acbon. !he measurement of availhe infor- 
adaptive decision delaying. After the theoretical back- 
ground, a fourteen critena based al orithm for protection of 
II. DECISION MAKING PRINCIPLES FOR POWER SYSTEM 
PROTECTION 
A.  Fuzzy Criteria Signals and Fuzzy Settings 
In digital protection schemes, the relaying signals, are 
sampled at regular intervals, digitized and processed withm 
a predefined hme window. Uncertanties due to measurement 
inaccuracies and transient components may be offset, if the 
relay signals are re resented by fuzzy si 1s with appropri- 
ately defined memiemhip fuqgions [ 12rWith reference to 
fig.1, the value, Tn), of the n sam le of a signal, qt), can 
be considered as a fuzzy number, &n,, having a member- 
ship function, P ( X ( ~  ) defined by the following parameters 
(L-R standarization i131): 
ing tec L ques [7] and optimal state observers [SI. Some 
been suggeste ti [10,11]. 
current, while other may support the intemal P ault hypothe- 
critena can 1 e used. 
cation is the theory of fuzzy sets [13 . The paper descri t es 
the concept of fuzzy settings and E uzzy criteria signals, 
mation carne 9 . by criteria.signals is also recommended for 
power transformers is described fo lf owed by a test example. 
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k "(n) = - ( X(n) + X(n-1) +...+ X(?I-k+l)) (14 
where: k - the number of samples in a fuzzification win- 
dow, Xmin, &ax - the mini" and maximum values, re- 
spectively, of the samples in the window. 
Fig.2 illustrates this process for the case of current apli- 
tude measurement during a system fault. The fault is hiti- 
ated at n=O. With reference to figs.2a and 2b, the fuzzy re 
resentation of the current amplitude is approaching that o P a 
crisp number rior to the fault ( 6 0 )  and after some time 
ever, the uncertainty of the measurement increases, as it is 
shown in fig.2b, for n=2 and n=4. Therefore, the parameters 
qn), ay,) and P(n) defining the fuzzy representation of the 
current amplitude, are expected to veT during transient con- 
ditions, with q n )  approaching a steady state value, and 
ay,) and P(n)  vanishing, as the uncertainty of the measured 
signals at steady state decreases. 
The uncertainty of measurement be assessed b de- 
S i g J q n ) ,  at the n sampw "IOW, as m [121: 
following the P ault (n>7). During the transient period, how- 
finin the amount kf informat~on, I Y q n ) ) ,  for the r uzzy 
(2) INX(n)) = 2 -44")) 
where: A(X(n)) - area under the membership function of 
Fi 2c resents the relative amount of information con- 
tainehn g e  fuzzy signal of fig.2b. The average amount of 
information for all relay signals may be approximated in 
that w and utilized as a factor po 2~ mying, if nec- 
essary% allows very short data w ows ast ut not accu- 
rate measurement) with adaptable tripping delay guarding 
While a f i m y  signal represe~lts uncertainty as to the ac- 
tual value of a relaymg signal, a fuzzy setting represents un- 
certain related to the level of a setting,.i.e. related to the 
expert L owled e about the boundaries in the mverse of 
cnteria signals getween the trip and blocking regions. 
ms uncertainty results from 1acCTaccuracy in some data 
(fault location, fault resistance, residual magnetism, etc.). 
Fig.3 shows a fuzzy setting (S2) in contrast wth a fixed set- 
ting (SI), both for a current amplitude I. In case of a fixed 
34. 
against relay misopelation. 
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Fig.2. Amplitude of a current phasor represented as a fiuq signal: a. 
measured amplitude in the sequence of samples, b. fuzzy representation 
of the signals for the samples n=0..7, c. information contained in the 
fuzzy signal. 
setting, a measured current is reco zed as a fault current, 
litude is greater than Io. %en the setting is fuzzy, 
er than Iz are recognized as fault currents with 
larg e confi 3 ence. Likewise, currents below 11 are considered 
as cemnly non-fault currents. If the current litude is 
between 11 and Iz, it is a doubtfid case: it may "$ e a fault 
case and the value of p(l) shows the level of certainty for a 
fault current. 
level is small, it may 
having crisp mem- 
An appropriate comparison al orithm becomes necessary 
when fuzzy relaying signals an /or semngs are used. The 
level of presumpfion that a fuzzy signal reaches its fuzzy 
setting is represented b the shaded area (F*) in fig.4 and 
may be defined by (3) 621: 
lf 
F+ v = -  
F (3) 
where: F - total area under the membershp function of the 
fuzzy relaying signal. 
Thus, in doubtful cases the signal is considered to have 
been caused by a fault with a certain level of presumption 
B 
Fig. 1. Creation of a hzzy  relaying signal. Fig.3. Fixed (Si) and fuzzy (S2) settings. 
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3" SETTING 
Fig.4. Comparison of a fuzzy signal with a fuzzy setting: Ia - a fuzzy 
certainly non-fault signal, IC - a fuzzy certainly fault signal, Ib - a fuzzy 
signal in doubtful case. 
(v); when the situation is clear t h s  variable reduces to 
boolean logic variable and becomes either zero or one. 
B. Multi-Criteria Decision Making 
One may distinguish three groups of criteria, which 
ought to be considered in power system protection [12]: 
( 4  Fault detecti ng and locatinv criteria The protective 
relay may make decisions: "to tri or "to block", and t h ~ s  is 
tecting and locating criteria. 
A protection criterion may be considered as a pair of sig- 
nal-setting. As a result of signal-setting comparison an ap- 
propriate logical variable is obtained, evaluating a certam 
aspect of the protected plant operation (inrush current, sta- 
tionary overexcitatio etc.). In traditional approaches, these 
signals are processed% a logical circuit in order to produce 
the logical signals are aggregated by means of AND and OR 
operators. Weak criteria might increase the number of relay 
missing or inadvertent operations. 
In contrast, when fuzzy criteria signal and/or fuzzy set- 
ting are used the result of comparison is a continuous logic 
vanable [12], indicating the support for a certain protecuon 
decision. Hence, any cnterion can be considered as a pair of 
on-line processed signals pi (support for "to trip") and po 
(pa = 1 - p1 - support for "to block), and consequently, it 
may be written in the form of a fuzzy set [13]: 
to be based on several - althoug K" not too many - fault de- 
the trip-out command. P n the case of multi-criteria approach 
C = pi/al+ m/ao (4) 
where: a1,ao - corresponding to decisions of a protective 
relay: "to trip" and "to block", respectively. 
If pa >> p1 or po << pl, the situation is clear, other- 
wise, the fault recognition must be based on several crite- 
ria, which are to be rational1 aggregated giving considera- 
tion to the importance of eac8. 
The multi-criteria decision malung methods are neither 
OR nor AND aggregations, but wei t e g  procedures ,@mg 
as well as the strength of each criterion involved [13]. 
Fault detecting and locating criteria, when aggregated 
give the total support for "to trip" (Si) and "to block! (60). 
The command to circuit breakers is sent when: 
into consideration the su port for a P ecision from a cntenon 
61 - & > A  ( 5 )  
where: A - defuzzyfication threshold, whch in many cases 
ought to be adaptable, depending on the power system con- 
ditions, and reflecting the inclination either to avoid unse- 
lected tripping or missing (delayed) operation. 
In doubtful cases, additional factors are recommended 
[12]: 
(b) Criterion of the minimum cost caused bv malopera- 
tion of a relav. The cost of wrong rotection decision de- 
pends on power system conditiqns, P &e: - pre-fault loads, - 
existing parallel feeders, - stabihty margin, - danger of loss 
of su ply, etc., and they may be approximated - as relative 
and i rmal  only - by a substation computer every few min- 
utes or after SigIllficant change of substation configuration. 
The cost of inadvertent operation (trip ing instead of block- 
ing) is more or less constant, whle &e missing operation 
cost (blocking instead of trip ing) increases with the time 
since fault inception (damage i ue to an uncleared fault, dan- 
er of system instability, etc.). Knowing the actual values of 
&ese costs one may combine them with the on-line calcu- 
lated sup orts for "to trip" and "to block" decisions and bal- 
ance SUC K expected costs. The sensible,decision is to trip> if 
the missing operation cost exceeds the inadvertent operabon 
cost. 
(c) Criterion of sufficient information. The uncertainly of 
decisions result from inaccuracy of signals. With passing of 
time this uncertainty decreases (see fig.2). If there is a 
doubtful case, and after each sample the information sub- 
stantially increase: it is recommended to wait, because the 
situation clarifies. However, if it is otherwise and the @low 
of information with the new coming samples is negligble, 
decision has to be made on the ground of what is already 
known. The simplest way to use information as a relevant 
decision making factor is to postpone the trippin until the 
In this way, the delay of operation is not fured, but de- 
pends on the relative maloperation cost and the amount of 
available information. 
111. CRITERIA FOR POWER TRANSFORMER P OTECTION 
It has been assumed, that currents from all sides of a 
transformer as well as its voltages are available for the re- 
lay. After detecting the dlfferential current, before malung a 
"tri decision, the relay ought to rule out the non-internal 
1. The inrush current case may be ruled out if: 
Criterion Ci: The value of the differential current is 
higher than the highest expected inrush current level. 
Criterion C2: During last half cycle no sudden change 
of the voltage amplitude was observed. 
Criterion C3: Durin the last cycle no sudden change of 
the through current ampfitude was observed. 
Criterion C4: The second harmonic in the differential 
current is below some 10% of its fundamental. 
Criterion C5: The waveshape of the differential current 
shows certain fra ents (lasting no less than 1/6 of a cycle) 
when the level o E e  current is close to zero [l]. 
2. The overexcitation may be ruled out if: 
Criterion C6: The level of the differential current is 
higher than expected in cases of overexcitation. 
Criterion C7: The integral of the voltage for half a cy- 
cle, whch reflects the flux in the core, is below the satura- 
tion level. 
Criterion Cs: The level of the fifth harmonic in the dif- 
ferential current is below some 30% of its fundamental [l]. 
3. The external short circuit with saturation of the 
CTs may be excluded if: 
Criterion C9: The large value of the throu h current did 
not exist during the c cle before the large vake of the dif- 
ferential current was Jetected [ 11. 
Criterion Cio: The level of the second harmonic of the 
dlfferential current is below some 20% of the fundamental 
one. 
on-line measured mformation reaches the pre-set B evel. 
fau P t cases [l]: 
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Criterion Cii: The level of the differential current is 
greater than the est cwrent expected during the external 
Criterion C9 is based on the observation that CTs usually 
transform accurately for about 1/6 of a 
saturate. Thus, dunng an external fault t e high level of 
through c m n t  is detected before the djf€erential current be- 
comes high due to C T s  satmation 
4. The mismatch of the C T s  and transformer ratios 
combined with s. load or an external short circwt 
may be ruled out if! 
Criterion Cu: The different@ c m n t  is much ter 
t h e  .the through current (tradibonal percentage c K c -  
telXtlC). 
Criterion Cu: The relations between amplitudes of dif- 
ferential and through currents are different for all three 
phases [l]. 
Criterion C14: The differential ament is greater than 
the greatest e cted value of the cment caused by near ex- 
temal fault S l a r g e s t  possible mismatch of the transform- 
ers ratios. 
Criteria C1, C6, Ci1 and C14 are fast, but they cover 
small percentage of all possible internal faults. If they are 
not satufied, the algorithm includes the slower criteria. 
shofl circuit z er CTs satulation. 
Ye before they
Iv. IMPLEMENTATION OF PR0"ION SCHEME FOR A 
POWER TRANSFORMER 
This section formalizes the previously defined c.rite@a 
for power transformer rotection, d e w %  the critena slg- 
nals, their settings, ancfthe aggregation m%od. 
A. Criteria Signals and Settings 
Table I contains both the criteria signals and their fuzzy 
criteria signal, clk(0k) - membership function of the fuzzy 
setting for the k-th criterion, h i ,  I&, IM, - amplitudes of 
fundamental, second and fifth harmonic of Werential cur- 
rent, respective ; IR - amplitude of through current; V - 
"pf& period; n - present samphg "e. 
With reference to the rotection flow chart ( f i g 3  the 
operation donned after aetecting a sigmficant value of the 
mere&current is to compute criteria si* and to 
compm them with their settmgs 9 order to obtam the lev- 
els of satisfaction for all the cntena 
settings. The most important symbols klude:  @k - the k-th 
volta e amplitu !Je; m - number of  s q l e s  per cycle; Ti - 
B. Fault Locating 
The aggregation of pi ..... pi4 must be performed for 
each gro of criteria arate , so that the supports for the 
correspo& aspects ? d o r m e r  o ration are 0btamei-I. 
The weighting factors method is used fkl .  
Support for "inrush current ruled-out" (01): 
ai = wicli+w~~2+~3p-3+~4~+w~p~, 
5 c wk= 1 (6a) 
1 
Where: wi,..,.w5 - weighbng factors describing the strength 
of the criteria Ci,..,.C5 used to exclude the imush current 
case, p1 ..... p5 - levels of satisfaction of the criteria 
Cl,..,c5; and COnSeqWX@': 
Support for "overexcitation ruled-out" ( 0 2 ) :  
8 
0 2 = W 6  CLg +W7 p7 W8 p8, c Wk= 1 (a) 
6 
@6(n) = %(n) 
ko 
......................................... T" -/--$ 
..................................................... I&/-./ 
..CL, .......................................... 1 n? 
........................................... 
;4 
CS ............................................. r\ s,' 
.^ ._ ........................... lk/-;6 
........................................... r\ 
..................................... r\ 2 
................................... t"\ 
.................................. T"\ @;o 
1 /:;I 
l''2/-?2 
1 - f " , ; 3  
TF1p7$ 
..A 1 ............. 
............................. 
..e13 .......... 
...- " .............................. 
.
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Measurement of Relaying Signals 
I Criteria Quantities Computation I 
4 
Signal-Setting Comparisons I 
I Multi-Criteria Agereeation I 
Information Measurement; Balance of Wrong 
Decision Consequences 
Fig.5. Flow chart of the protection algorithm 
Support for "external short circuit combined with 
saturation of CTs ruled-out" (03): 
11 
0 3 = W 9  p9+WIO p l O + W l l  pll, x W k =  1 ( 6 ~ )  
Support for "high load or external short circuit with 
9 
transformers ratios mismatch ruled-out'' (04): 
14 
0 4  = w l 2  p12 + W13 PI3 f W14 p14, wk = 1 (6d) 
Internal fault hypothesis means that all the cases have to 
be ruled-out. Thus, the total support for "internal fault" (0) 
resulting from all the fourteen criteria must be computed as 
(7) 
Note the important property of (6) and (7): if the situ- 
ation is clear ( p i  )..., p i 4  become either 0 or 1) and all the 
criteria are satisfied (p1 =. .= PI4 = l), one obtaines: 01 = 
0 2  = 0 3  = 0 4  = 1 and 0 = 1 regardless of the weightin 
factors. On the other hand, if all the criteria are blockez 
((pi =...= p i 4  = O), one obtains: 0 1  = 02 = 0 3  = 0 4  = 0 and 
G )  = 0. The internal fault is not recognized, if there are no 
symptoms of it, and vice versa. Moreover, the stronger the 
symptoms, the higher the support for the internal fault hy- 
pothesis is. 
The strength (weighting factors) of the criteria used can 
change with time, excluding or including a articular crite- 
rion as an ultimate case. using the pro osed'approach, one 
is able to model this quantitatively, mafh 
relay itself [12]. 
12 
[ 131: 
01 = min ( 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 , 0 4 )  
tive, because this changing routine can be controlle the by a%- e 
C. Tripping Initializution 
The tripping signal is assumed to be the aggregation of 
the fault locating criteria with the criterion of maximum in- 
formation carried by the signals and the criterion of mini- 
mum relay maloperation cost. They are formalized and ag- 
gregated as follows: 
(a) Fault Locatin? Criterion (0). The continuous logic 
variable 0 being the aggregation of the fault locating criteria 
C i ?  ..., Ci4 supports the internal fault hypothesis. 
@.) Criterion of Minimum MaloDerat ion Cost ( E .  sup- 
port or tripping decision from th~s  cost balancing .&tenon 
at the n-th sample since the fault detection can be approxi- 
mated as [12]: 
(8) 
where: KO - increase of relative missing operation cost per 
sample, K i  - relative cost of inadvertent operation (linear 
increase of missing operation cost is assumed). 
Note, that with passing of time this criterion becomes 
more inclined to trip rather than to block. 
(c) ,Criterion of Maximum Information ('1. When the 
protectwe algorithm uses the fuzzy relaying signals the av- 
erage amount of available information can be assumed to 
be the support for tripping: 
0 Kon 
E =  
K1+ 0 (KO n - K l )  
14 
(9) 
k=l 
where: IN(@) - information carried by k-th relaying signal. 
The total support for tripping (6) is now computed (flow 
chart in f i g 3  as Yager's aggregation [13]: 
3 
1 
where: P I , P Z , P ~  - importance of used tripping criteria. 
Eventually, the tripping command is sent if: 
6 > A  (1 1) 
where:A - required pre-set or adaptable tripping support 
Note, that the pro osed decision making algorithm oper- 
ates with continuous rnot boolean) signals, giving the oppor- 
tunity to tune it for minimizing the number of decision er- 
rors. 
(A rz 0.8-0.9 [ 121). 
D. Computational Requirements 
Table I1 approximates the computational burden of every 
step of the proposed rotection algorithm (for 1kJ4z as a 
mencally moderate because it requires mu& less computa- 
tional power than, for example, the measurement routine 
based on full-cycle FIR filters for estimation magnitudes of 
fundamental, 2nd and 5th harmonic components of the dif- 
ferential current. 
sampling frequency). .p he decision-making art itself is nu- 
E. Test Example 
Fig.6. shows the 50Hz power system with the protected 
transformer between buses 3 and 4. Fig.7. presents the dif- 
ferential currents for internal short circuit case, while fig.8 
shows the continuous logic signals involved with the deci- 
sion malung for this case. One can observe the levels of sat- 
isfaction for the criteria pi, ...,p 14, their aggregations 
0 1  ,..., 0 4 ,  the support for internal fault hypothesis 0 (as ag- 
gregation of 01 ,.., 04), the support for tripping from cost- 
balancing (E) and maximum information (y) criteria, and 
eventually, the total support for tripping 6 (as aggregation of 
O , E  and y). 
The boolean tripping signal is generated by defuzzyfica- 
tion of 6 usin a constant thregold shown in the figure. The 
trip commancf is reached at 8 sample (i.e. Sms) since the 
fault inception. 
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Measurement of Relaying 
Signals 
criteria Quantities Comp. 
Multi-critaio AggregaLion 
Signal-Setting Comparisons 
I d  Measwemd I Wrong 
Dec. Balance 
TABLE II. COMPUTATIONAL. REQUIREMENTS 
Depend on the method applied 
80 5 0 
0 0 14 
13 14 0 
16 5 14 
TrippingInit ialion I 3 0 3 
I Total I 112 I 24 I 31 I 
1 
110 kV 
5 
2 
Fig.6. ?he 50Hz power system with the pmte4.d transformer between buses 
3 and 4. The basic traosformer parametem a: power rating - 4OMVA, rated 
voltage - 1 lO/lO.SkV, excitation losses - SOkW, excitation current - 0.65%, 
short-circuit voltage - 10.5%, core st" - h l q ,  while the details con- 
cerning its digitalmodelling(usingEMTF'package) canbe foundin (141. 
The relay sampling frecluency is while the meesurement of needed re- 
layingsignals is based onfull-cycle FIRfilters designedusingtheleast 
squares error method. 
Fig. 7. ?he d B d a l  currents Fig. 9. The differmtial currents 
during internal, inter-aUn (8% tums during the transformer energizing. 
of HV si& involved) short circuit. 
Fi . 9. presents the differential currents for the case of 
bans B ormer energi residual maptisq 
while fi 10. sh~w%%~.c vanables involved d dea- 
sion &ng for this case. %e relay remains blocked. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
The pa er presented a .dti-criteri& fuzzy logic based 
differenhaPprotectwe algorithm for power transformers. The 
rotection criteria, criteria signals and their fuzzy settings 
Rave been formulated. The cr$ena have been aggregated 
and combmed with two sujprhng facton m order to gener- 
ate more reliable wing agnal. 
The fuzzy set the0 applied for digital protection of a 
transformer with the f 3 o v m g  advantages: 
1. In clear cases the decision "g algorithm reduces 
to a boolean logic scheme. 
2. It enables the ve fast operation of the relay (a frac- 
tion of a cycle) if the?& aiteria are satisfied, however a 
self-adapting delay is introduced in non-clear cases, or if the 
slower criteria are to be used. 
3. Uncertainty is consideEd uatltitativly and enables 
to determine the level above whit% even in uncertain cases 
tbe @ping ought to be mitiated. This level may be adapt- 
able. 
4. The fuzzy set approach 'ves the good compromise 
between speed and selectnity: & relay is as fast, as in the 
existing atuation may be, . . therequiredlevelof 
confidence, thus avO1dlng mEE%E&qping. 
6. Real-time comput?tions involved with the presented 
algorithm do not make lngh demand with respect to process- 
ing capabdity and memory of a digital relay. 
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Fig.8. The tripping signal and the continous logic signals involved with the decision making in the case of an internal fault. The relay sampling 
frequency is 1.0kHz. 
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Fig. 10. The tripping signal and some of the continous logic signals involved with the decision making in the case of an energinizng of the transformer. 
